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Massive UFO Filmed Exiting Mexico's Popocatépetl
Volcano

In a captivating video sequence, an extraordinary UFO sighting was recorded on March 29, 2022, at 4:50 AM near
Mexico's Popocatépetl Volcano. The footage was captured by a live camera monitoring the volcano, and what was
captured is simply astonishing. A UFO of impressive proportions was filmed emerging from the base of the volcano,
leaving skywatchers and UFO enthusiasts in awe.

The unidentified object moved slowly, displaying massive dimensions resembling that of a single-winged craft.
Measuring around 500 meters in diameter, roughly the size of the volcano's crater opening, this object does not
correspond to any known aircraft of such magnitude in the world. The unique characteristics of its size strongly suggest
that it is undoubtedly an extraterrestrial craft departing our planet.

The witness to this exceptional sighting, Scott C. Waring, residing in Taiwan, is no stranger to UFO observations. He
has closely monitored the activities of the Popocatépetl Volcano for over a decade and was, in fact, the first to report
UFO presence in the live camera recordings. What is even more remarkable is that now, numerous others are regularly
reporting similar sightings each week. This testifies to the growing impact of ufology and how researchers worldwide
are increasingly taking live cameras as a serious scientific tool.

The use of these modern technologies for the study of unidentified aerospace phenomena marks a significant turning
point in the UFO research field. As more videos and testimonies emerge, the rise of surveillance tools like live cameras
offers a new perspective for modern ufology. The extraordinary sighting on March 29, 2022, near Popocatépetl
Volcano, is further evidence that the mysteries of the universe are always ready to be uncovered.
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